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Abstract. Cloud computing has received a significant amount of attentions from both engineering
and academic fields. Designing optimal pricing schemes of cloud services plays an important role for the
success of cloud computing. How to set optimal prices of cloud resources in order to maximize these
CSPs’ revenues in an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud market while at the same time meeting
the cloud users’ demand satisfaction is a challenging problem that CSPs should consider. However,
most of the current works on cloud market are performed under the assumption that cloud users are
not sensitive to delay, which is not practical. Towards this end, in this paper we study price-based service
provision in an IaaS cloud market. Our simulations verify our analysis
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1. Introduction
In recent years, cloud computing has received a significant amount of attentions from both engineering
and academic fields and the use of cloud service is proliferating. Cloud computing can be defined by
several ways, one widely adopted is proposed by Buyya et al. [1] :
“A cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection of interconnected
and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified
computing resources based on service-level agreements established through negotiation between the
service provider and the consumers”
Cloud services are mainly classified into three types [2]: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software as
a Service (SaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS). A recent study show that the market size of cloud
computing will reach $112 billion in 2018, in a large part due to IaaS cloud services [3]. We focus on IaaS
clouds in this paper, where CSPs deliver Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) to cloud users. In the cloud
computing environment, IaaS CSPs bundle their physical resources, such as CPU, memory and disk,
into distinct types of virtual machine (VM) instances, according to their sizes and features, and offer
them as services to users. Amazon EC2 is a public CSP which has hosted several types of VM instances
(e.g. small, medium, large and extra large) based on the capacities of CPU, memory and disk [4], the
configurations of some VM instances are shown in Table 1. Cloud users purchase units of computing
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time on VM instances to run their jobs.
The rapidly increasing demand for cloud resources from business and individuals is making resource
management become the heart of CSPs’ decision-process [5], and pricing provides an effective
approach to addressing this issue. Since the amount of resources that users’ request is much smaller
than the capacity of CSPs [6], a rational user will subscribe to choose services from the one that
maximizes its net reward, i.e., the utility which measures its satisfaction from using cloud service. With
more and more IaaS CSPs beginning to provide cloud services, they compete with each other for
existing and attract future cloud users. On one hand, CSPs want to charge more from users to maximize
their revenues. On the other hand, if they set the prices of cloud services too high, they may have the
risk of losing cloud users in the long run. Therefore, how to set the optimal prices to make the revenue
maximized while attracting cloud users is a challenging problem, especially when CSPs have different
cloud capacities. Furthermore, computing resources, such as CPU cycles and disk, are inherently
perishable, that is, they are of no value if they are not utilized in time [7]. In addition, even for the similar
type of VM, different CSPs have different prices. For example, although Amazon EC2 m1.medium and
Google n1-standard1 have the similar configurations (one virtual CPU and 3.75 GB RAM), they have
different prices for one-hour usage.
Recent studies report that different IaaS CSPs process tasks with different completion time [8]. From
the perspective of cloud users, besides price quality of service (QoS) is also an important factor that
affects the choice of them. Although QoS can be measured by several parameters, such as response time,
availability and throughput, all of which can be determined by making use of the tool of queueing
theory [9][10]. We mainly focus on response time as the measurement of QoS [8][11].
Table 1 Configurations of Some Amazon EC2 VM Instances
Instance
Types

Compute
Unit

Storage
(GB)

Memory
(GiB)

c3.large

2

32SSD

3.75

c3.xlarge

4

80SSD

7.5

c3.2xlarge
c3.4xlarge

8
16

160SSD
32SSD

15
30

c3.8xlarge

32

80SSD

60

A significant amount of works have been devoted to resource management in cloud computing, but
only a small fraction of them involved performance issues. In [11], the authors we presented an aggressive
virtualized resource management system for IaaS clouds based on reinforcement learning approach.
Hong et al. [7] investigated optimal resource allocation for cloud users in an IaaS cloud by developing a
dynamic programming algorithm to minimize CSPs’ costs. The authors in [3] studied optimal resource
allocation in a federated cloud, and they proposed a cloud federation mechanism that enables IaaS CSPs
to maximize their profits. Kantere et al. studied the correlation between user demand and the price, and
proposed a novel price-demand model to maximize the CSPs’ profits [8]. However, these previous
works only considered delay-tolerant jobs ignoring delay which is of great important for users who run
delay-sensitive jobs. This is because the delayed response time may discourage cloud users to subscribe
cloud service or make them switch to other CSPs, which will cause revenue loss. Recent study shows
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that every 100ms of latency cost Amazon 1 percent in sales and traffic dropped 20 percent if an extra 0.5
seconds happened in search page generation time in Google [11].
Queuing theory are widely adopted to model CSPs’ data centres and computing platforms. Feng et
al. studied price competition in an oligopoly cloud market with multiple IaaS CSPs, each of which is
modelled as an M/M/1 queue [8]. Atmaca et al. proposed a G/G/c-like queuing model to represent a
cloud computing system and compute expected performance indices. Their model has the advantage
in that it can represent general distributions of workloads on the arrival and service patterns in the cloud
computing systems [12]. Khazaei et al. present an approximate model by using an M/G/m/m+K queue
with general service time and Poisson arrivals to evaluate the performance of active VM instances [13].
Based on [13], similar model is also adopted by Chang et al. for the study of an IaaS cloud data center [14].
A hierarchical stochastic model is proposed by in [13] to analyze several factors such as variation in job
arrival rates and buffer size that affect the quality of cloud service. Most of the aforementioned works are
carried out under the assumption that there is an IaaS CSP in the cloud market, which is not realistic as
cloud market is becoming more and more fierce with an increasing number of CSPs begin to provision
cloud services. Only few works take competition between CSPs into account (such as [8]) restricted to
homogeneous cloud markets, that is, theses IaaS CSPs have homogeneous cloud capacities. Without
considering users’ utilities, the heterogeneous cloud market is originally explored in [15], where the
authors analyze the price competition between a public CSP and a cloud broker.
In this paper, we study price competition in a heterogeneous IaaS cloud market by taking CSPs’
heterogeneous cloud capacities into consideration. We consider a monopoly cloud market where a
resource-constrained CSP modelled as an M/M/1 queuing system offers services to a potential stream
of cloud users. Given the price of cloud service, we analyze cloud users’ joining policy and show that
there exists a unique equilibrium arrival rate to CSP.
2. System Model
In this section, we introduce the models of cloud users’ and CSPs. As illustrated in Fig.1, we consider
an IaaS cloud computing market with two CSPs to compete for a potential stream of cloud users. CSP1
has constrained cloud resources while CSP2 has sufficient cloud resources, that is, the cloud market is
heterogeneous. One example is that CSP1 is an entrant CSP and CSP2 is an incumbent one
2.1 Cloud Users’ Model
We assume that the tasks of users arrive at the cloud market with rate Λ following Poisson and they
are served according to first-come-first-served (FCFS) queueing. According to recent studies for the
analysis of cloud data centers, it is generally accepted that users’ service requests arrive at the cloud
servers follow Poisson distribution [16]. Similar to [14], we also assume that each job consists of one task,
which is single-task job. Each user is supposed to carry a different task, therefore, we use task and user
interchangeably. Upon arrival, each cloud user will make a decision to choose from one of the two CSP
based on prices and quality of service (QoS) to buy cloud services to execute its task. The jobs of users
can be classified into two types [17]: interactive (delay-sensitive) jobs, such as web service, and batch
(delay-tolerant) jobs, such as scientific applications. We focus on the study of delay-sensitive jobs. Based
on the above assumptions, the utility that a cloud user get from using cloud service of CSP is denoted as
U=
R − cw(λ ) − p

(1)
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where R is the reward from using cloud service, w(λ) is the delay time in the cloud system of CSP, c
is the delay cost per unit time and p is the per unit time price of VM instance of CSP. Similar utilities
functions are widely used in the cloud computing literature [8][15][18].
2.2 CSP model
We model the CSP as an M/M/1 queue whose resource capacity is characterized by service rate µ (in
tasks/s) as illustrated in Fig.2.
3. Monopoly Cloud Market
We study a monopoly cloud market, where there is a CSP provisioning cloud services to a potential
stream of cloud users. Cloud users arrive at the cloud market with rate Λ. We analyze the relationship
between the CSP and users as a two stage Stackelberg game, as illustrated in Figure 3. In the first stage,
CSP sets optimal prices to maximize its revenue given the arrival rates of users. In the second stage,
cloud users make their arrival rates decision based on the prices of cloud services. The Stackelberg game
is solved by using backward induction method [19].
A cloud user’s net utility from using the cloud service is odeled as
U = R − p − cw(λ )

(2)

1

where w(λ ) = µ − λ is the response time includes waiting time and processing time. We assume µ > λ in
order to stabilize the queue.
To maximize his utility, a cloud user will pay to use this CSP’s service if
U = R − p − cw(λ ) ≥ 0

(3)

and refuse to use it otherwise.
Similar to the existing works [8] [20] we consider the equilibrium case, which means
R− p−c

1
0
=
µ −λ

(4)

Figure.1 An IaaS cloud marke
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Figure.2 CSP1 is odeled as an M/M/1 queue

Figure.3 A Two-Stage Stackelberg Game
From the Eq. (4), we get
c
R− p

λ= µ −

(5)

If the CSP cannot take the whole cloud market in equilibrium, otherwise. So the actual market share of
the CSP is
λ= min{Λ, µ −

c
}
R− p

(6)

The revenue of the CSP per unit time is
max

0< p < R − c

1
µ −λ

π = pλ

(7)

where λ is given by (6).
The equilibrium price p* is equal to the first-order price, the form of which is
pm*= R −

cR

(8)

µ

with the corresponding market share is
λ= min{Λ, µ −

µc
R

}

(9)
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If the CSP can take the entire cloud market, e.g., λ = Λ , then the market capture price is
pΛ= R − c

1
µ −Λ

(10)

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we do simulations to verify our analysis in the previous sections. In particular, we analyze cloud
users’equilibrium arrival rates and CSP’s revenue to several parameters, such as reward values, delay cost
and service rate.
4.1 Cloud Users’ Equilibrium Arrival Rates versus Prices
We first analyze how users’equilibrium arrival rates versus prices of cloud services p. As shown in Figure 4,
equilibrium arrival rates not only decrease with increasing values of prices, but also decrease with delay cost
value c increasing.
2
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Figure.4 Cloud users’ arrival rate vs optimal price p with r=50, μ=2.
4.2 CSP’s Revenues versus Service Rates
We next analyze how CSP’s revenues vary with service rates.

Figure.5 The revenue of CSP versus service rate with R=20, Λ=10.
5. Conclusions
We studied duopoly price competition in an IaaS cloud market in this paper. We model the interactions
between CSPs and users a two-stage Stackelberg game, where CSPs set optimal prices to make revenues
maximized in the first stage, then cloud users make their arrival rates decision in the second stage. We
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consider two cloud market cases. The first case is the total arrival rates of the two CSPs is smaller than the
market size, and the second case is the total arrival rates of the two CSPs is equal to the market size.
In future works, we will extend our study to duopoly and oligopoly cloud market and study other pricing
schemes, such as reservation and spot pricing schemes. We will also study how to segment cloud resources
with different pricing schemes.
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